THE FANTASIES OF SENSUEYE
Erotic novel

Helen A. Campbell
Intimate short stories of a fiery and provocative woman who seeks for herself

Synopsis
Sensueye, a transgressive, sensual, different and passionate woman, narrates her sexual fantasies. Through these experiences, she will awaken the most carnal eroticism, and will travel
through a path of forbidden adventures, guided only by desire. Sensueye is the forbidden
woman that lives inside every woman. She is liberal, passionate, different, sincere, exotic, spontaneous and carefree. Sometimes loving, others unfaithful. But she, who is only herself, seeks
her own path. And through that search she will undergo a metamorphosis that will lead the
learning of her own pleasure, and her personal way of expressing it.
Sensueye is any current woman who feels and expresses her sexuality freely, breaking the moral barriers in our society. A woman with avid sexual needs which she will be covering in each
of the passages of the book.

The fantasies of Sensueye are a set of sexy stories, narrated in first-person, strongly presented from the transgressive and feminine point of view. The most intimate moments of the life
of a young independent, and self-confident woman, who discovers that inside her there is
a provocative, and burning woman who seeks sex with no ties in order to really be who she
wants to be. So detailed erotic stories that will transport you to her world, to feel together with
her the arousal and eroticism caused by her narration, which will make reading magical and
sensory beyond pleasure.
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Biography
Helen A. Campbell (Madrid, 1979), pseudonym of this new writer, develops
her professional career in media and advertising. Interested in the literary
world and dedicated to write in her spare time, she was driven to write her
erotic fantasies in a blog that ended having more than 30,000 visits in just a
year, and with more than two thousand followers on Facebook.

The Fantasies of Sensueye is her first literary work, the result of the bet of
all her fans that with their curiosity have driven the writer to expose every
story in this book.
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Sales pitch
-This title opened the erotic collection of Tombooktu, a work that has unvarnished fantasies
and sexual experiences of a contemporary woman.
-The Fantasies of Sensueye is an anthology of erotic stories of great literary quality, they are
written in the first person with a lively and incessant pace that will maintain the reader’s attention.
-There is a boom at the current moment on this the category, which is evident in the success
of sales of works like Fifty Shades of Grey or Reflejada en ti, that receive the baton of erotic
classics as The Lover or The Story of O.
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-The author, Helen Campbell is a large promoter of her work on social networks. Her blog,
from which The fantasies of Sensueye arouse, became a blog of reference in the erotic online
universe thanks to the sensuousness and literary quality of her writings. She came to have
more than 30,000 visits in a year and more than 2,000 followers on Facebook.
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